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Review by James Lin, University of Washington 

imon Toner’s article on how South Vietnamese state planners looked globally to the successful examples 
of South Korea and Taiwan for their own economic development aspirations marks an important 
intervention into the fields of modern United States and Asian history, international and global history, 

and development history. Drawing upon archival sources from Vietnam and the U.S., Toner demonstrates 
that the Republic of Vietnam regime (GVN) under Nguyen Van Thieu, along with guidance from the U.S. 
government, undertook serious attempts at consolidating military and political power through economic 
growth. These economic reforms, which generated some successes through greater taxation revenues on 
increased exports, were ultimately “never radical enough to address the economy’s fundamental inadequacies” 
(797). Nonetheless they serve as an important historical reminder of the agency possessed by Global South 
actors, both in Vietnam and elsewhere in the world, in determining their own development paths. 

Thieu rose to power in 1967 after the overthrow of Ngo Dinh Diem in 1963, establishing the Second 
Republic period that lasted until the fall of the GVN in 1975. Though development under both Diem and 
Thieu was largely characterized in the historical literature “as something American officials did to South 
Vietnam” (emphasis original, 775), Toner rightfully argues that Vietnamese officials nonetheless possessed 
significant agency and complexity in their thoughts on how to best improve their economic condition. 

The impetus for development under Thieu emerged after increased U.S. pressure, stemming from President 
Lyndon Johnson’s desire to deescalate the Vietnam War following the 1968 Tet Offensive. Under the 
administration of President Richard Nixon, ‘Vietnamization,’ the push for the GVN to take increased control 
over military operations against North Vietnam, opened new avenues for Thieu and Vietnamese planners to 
consider new developmental models. Yet at the same time, Vietnamization entailed the withdrawal of U.S. 
forces upon which the South Vietnamese economy relied for employment and revenue, which thus led to the 
dual pressures of South Vietnam needing to compensate with increased military spending while facing a 
decline in government revenues. 
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Instead of following the U.S. model of development, South Vietnamese officials found particular appeal in 
South Korea and Taiwan. Toner argues that “Taiwan and South Korea offered an alternative model of 
governance that appealed to the GVN: depoliticized masses, loyal to the authoritarian state and mobilized for 
economic development” (782). Although Taiwanese and Korean society resisted its authoritarian regimes 
more than GVN planners perhaps realized, Toner nonetheless correctly situates these models within the 
Vietnamese framing as an “imagining” or “romance,” with room for interpretation.1 

The interpretation of these models elicited a debate within the planning circles of the South Vietnamese 
government about whether Korean and Taiwanese successes were rooted in market liberalization, involving 
lowering trade protections and increasing free market competition, or in state interventionism, involving 
import-substitution industrialization and state policies designed to foster domestic industries. What Toner 
had termed the “liberalizers” within the GVN included Minister of Economy Pham Kim Ngoc, who argued 
for “austerity, export-led development, the promotion of foreign investment, and a place on the capitalist 
periphery” based on the South Korean and Taiwan models (784). Along with Ministers of Finance Nguyen 
Bich Hue and his successor Ha Xuan Trang, the liberalizers pushed to reduce import duties, devalue the 
currency to make exports more competitive globally, and dismissed state planning as a practical solution. Yet 
their prescriptions did not reflect the approaches taken in South Korea and Taiwan. State policies favoring 
import-substitution industrialization, as Toner points out, created the circumstances that allowed for their 
strong export economies.2 

On the other hand, Minister Le Tuan Anh, Thieu’s Special Assistant for Planning Tran Dai Trung, and other 
advisers and officials affiliated with Thieu and the military sought to move against the liberalizers by 
proposing price controls, rationing, and restrictions on foreign investments. Some of these recommendations 
were arguably reflected in the South Korean and Taiwan development experiences. The Nationalist regime on 
Taiwan, for example, mandated exploitative rates of rice-for-fertilizer exchange on its farmers as an indirect 
subsidy for its significant military expenses. In other aspects, however, Taiwanese producers took advantage of 
Taiwan’s integration with global markets to sell their domestically produced food products in Japan, the U.S., 
and Europe, where Taiwanese canned asparagus, mushrooms, and pineapples seized significant market share 
and enjoyed healthy profit margins as a higher end commodity. 

Though it was ultimately military failures that led to the downfall of Saigon and the GVN in 1975, Toner 
argues that economic conditions did not fare much better and would likely have collapsed in the 1970s. 
Inflation rose by the mid-1970s, foreign investments did not flow in as expected, and balance of payments 
still demonstrated a dependence on imports. The South Korean and Taiwanese models were of little use in 
these circumstances. 

Overall, Toner provides important insight into how Global South states like South Vietnam did not rely 
solely upon powers like the U.S. as models for planning, but also looked to other states in the Global South 
that shared similar economic backgrounds and had proven records of success. While the ways in which these 
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models were represented in South Vietnam demonstrate that this interpretation injected a great deal of 
idealism toward free market or statist principles, they nonetheless reveal how Global South actors saw 
economic possibilities in their own national contexts. This accomplishes what Toner has termed ‘South 
Vietnamization,’ the movement in Vietnamese history to rely on local Vietnamese archives as opposed to a 
U.S.-centric perspective. It also makes a turn toward South-South interactions, where the Global North is 
decentered, giving agency to Global South actors.3 

Even if South-South interactions were often overshadowed by North-South impositions, in this case under 
the United States-led anticommunist umbrella, Toner’s article is important in establishing that South-South 
interactions occurred in more mundane situations than, for example, the Bandung Conference of 1955 or the 
Non-Aligned Movement that have received more attention from scholars.4 Despite not having the high 
profile of Bandung, these exchanges still affected the trajectories of nation-building and decolonization in the 
Global South. 

Since most previous research has focused on the U.S.-Vietnam relationship, examining the Vietnamese 
relationship with Taiwan and South Korea is a novel approach. There are, however, limits to what can be 
drawn from just ‘imagining’ Taiwan and South Korea.5 Toner points out, for example, the existence of 
Taiwanese teams of agricultural advisers who were sent to Vietnam during the 1960s and 70s (782). Some of 
these teams advised on matters of economic consequence as well. For example, experts from Taiwan Sugar 
Corporation worked on developing central Vietnam’s sugarcanes as a surplus cash crop.6 What was the result 
of those interactions with their South Vietnamese counterparts? Turning to the level of these interactions 
would also have been an interesting contrast to the tug-of-war between ministerial positions. As David 
Engerman has argued, “getting inside the room” where development happened can reveal how development 
actually unfolded where model met reality.7 
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Pursuing this South-South axis would also then allow us to see, for example, how Taiwanese economic experts 
represented their own model across to their Vietnamese counterparts. This gets at the heart of why South-to-
South history is worth studying, namely mutual interactions that demonstrate how each side considered the 
consequences of their involvement in the grander scheme of development. How would the Taiwanese have 
portrayed their own success? What did Taiwanese teams believe were the key policies that distilled the 
successful aspects of their model? And how would they have translated these policies to Vietnam, which 
shared much with Taiwan in terms of its anticommunist fervor, ecological characteristics, and U.S. backing, 
but still differed in its colonial legacy, economic base, and entrenchment in frontline warfare? In a South-
South context, these questions take new meaning and challenge some of our previous assumptions about the 
neocolonial nature of North-South development. 

There are, naturally, significant obstacles in attempting to trace South-South history, ranging from the 
availability of archival documents in authoritarian states to the difficulties of navigating foreign-language 
archives. Toner’s article is admirable in its demonstration of the possibilities of looking laterally instead of 
merely vertically, and argues cogently for how this type of global interaction proved influential among South 
Vietnamese planners. This article is at the frontier of innovative research in South-South history, and I look 
forward to Toner’s continued work on South Vietnam’s global turn in his forthcoming book. 
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